
C3S Edu Demo
mobile compatibility
is live
The C3S Edu Demo had a
significant update and is now
compatible with mobile devices
v1.5. The aim of the C3S Edu Demo
is to make robust scientific climate
and energy data accessible to a
wider audience, and a mobile-

Update on air
pollution during
COVID-19
After nearly four months since
COVID-19 restrictions started in
China, global statistics about air
quality, as measured by Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2) and Carbon
Monoxide (CO), show values still
below the 2019 levels but there are

WEMC News Update - May 2020

Exciting update from the WEMC team
This month we're featuring some very exciting news and events. We
thought we'd share the update of the C3S Education Demonstrator tool,
update on air pollution during COVID-19 and the upcoming SECLI-FIRM
Stakeholder Workshop

Read below to find out the other things we've been up to...
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compatible version will ensure
even more people can benefit.

indications they are starting to re-
bound in some areas.

Free Stakeholder
Workshop on 15
June
Learn about the seasonal forecast,
the decision making and the trial
climate service services being
developed by the SECLI-FIRM
project for the energy and water
industries. Register for this free,
online workshop.

WEMC Member
Blog: Elena
Maksimovich
This months special guest blog is
about Weather insurance for
farmers: what is it and when to
buy?  We are delighted to share
with you this opinion piece written
by Elena Maksimovich a WEMC
member from Weather Trade Net
LLC.

Not a WEMC Member
yet?
Be part of our growing collaborative
members. Connect with other energy and
meteorology professionals, and access
exclusive resources in our Members Area.

Become a WEMC Member for FREE
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